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DOOR CLOSER

1. ENERGY SAVE: Self-Closing without electricity required. Save money, love earth.
2. TELESCOPIC EXTENTION: The maximum extending range with standard 5SDC-702 series is about 1230mm/48”, suitable

for most different width doors from 750mm/28” to 1230cm/48”. (other custom lengths  and power are available on request).
3. POWER FORCE: Four standard power models are available, the 5SDC-702M-Medium Duty, suits for most different

weight doors. 5SDC-702X-Extra light Duty, suits for the light screen doors. 5SDC-702L-Light Duty, suits for the door
without the resistance seals. 5SDC-702H-Heavy Duty, suits for heavier doors or the doors with the resistance seals.

4. CONFIGURATION: Pneumatic and Spring technology, without hydraulic oil leakage worry.
5. SPEED ADJUSTABLE: The Speed Adjustment Screw is available for speed adjustment.
6. NO MAINTENANCE REQUIRED: Easy installing, no maintenance required.
7. OPTIONAL PARTS: Mounting bracket type: MFF/MBF(1-pc,fixed fork), MBA(2-pc adjustable FORK kit for side mount),

MBP(2-pc adjustable PIN kit for face mount), MBL(L-Adaptor Plate for Curved or uneven mounting surface),
MBG(G-Adaptor for MBA for frameless  glass doors), MBC(decorative Casing).

8. HOLD-OPEN SOLUTION: The patented magnetic HOM device, with adjustable holding strength, easy and convenience.
9. FULL-SIZE CASING: The CASINGs are option, now you can order the length same as the door’s width, fully covering the

short door closer, making it look nicer ...
10. QUALITY GUARANTEED: 100% Made in Taiwan with reliable quality minimum 100,000-CYCLE tested.
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FEATUREs

DOOR HARDWARE

- the newly 5th generation SLIDE sliding door closer, in addition to 
the continuation of the 3rd generation excellent telescopic characteristics, but also significantly improved 
the impact noise and lubricant seal, presents more supple and smoother closing. Compared with 3SDC 
version, it effectively reducing  approximately 40% of the door's initial opening force, opening the door 
become more easy. Meanwhile, the full-size decorative CASING and the Hold-Open SDC-HOM device are 
on sale now.

SLIDE
New   Sliding Door Closer

SMOOTHPatented

SELF-CLOSING Sliding Door Closer

=once opened, it closes by itself=

Smooth - Silent - Operation
Telescopic Length - Adjustable Speed 
No Electrical - No oil - No maintenance

http://www.dnd.com.tw/
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ACCESSORIES

DOOR HARDWARE

SDC-MBF: Single connection FORK bracket, Slot style

SDC-MBA: Adjustable side mounting bracket kit, FORK style

SDC-MBG: G Adaptor, using for 8/10/12mm frameless glass doors, 
  combined use with MBA

SDC-MBP: Adjustable front mounting bracket kit, PIN style
SDC-MBL: L Adaptor,  solution for curved or uneven mounting surface, 

 combined use with MBA

SDC-MBC: Decorative Casing, the solution for hiding the closer…. 
The casing covers the closer's body to have a nicer appearance.
The standard length is 725mm, we also develpe a new version, the length is the 
same as door's width, could cover whole sliding door closer, including its 
travelling. 

SDC-HOM(MAG-HOLD): Hold-Open Kit, magnetic style, adjustable 
holding strength.(if you need this function, please advise upon ordered, 
since the closer's mechanism is different from the standard one.) 

SDC-MFF: Single connection FORK bracket, Hole style

SDC-MBG

SDC-MBA

SDC-MFF

SDC-MBL

SDC-MBP

SDC-MBF

SDC-HOM

SDC-MBC

sliding door closer

NOTE: Above data shown for reference are based on a stable moving and SMOOTH rolling condition, which the torque 
is less than 0.9kgf . Please identify the door’s rolling condition before install the closer.

POWER DUTY extra LIGHT LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY

Article ID 5SDC-702 X L L+ M M+ H H+
Power force-start (kgf) 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9
Power force-extended (Kgf) 2.0 2.4 2.7 3.6 4.2 5.6 6.1
Workable Door Weight (Kgs)  0-35 20-80 30-120 40-150

Article Number Configuration : 5SDC-702 X 670A 0-NA
702 = mounting distance , center to center is 702mm     
X = power force (X=extra light;  L=light;  M=medium;  H=heavy)
670 = 2nd power force code, could be other number (internal mfg use)
0 = end type (0=original type;  1=for SDC-MBP;  2=for SDC-MBP or SDC-HOM;  3=for SDC-HOM 
NA = color (NA=silver;  BK=black;  BW=brown;  DB=dark brown;  TT=titan;  WT=white) 
* other length or power or custom specification are available on request, please consult us.

CONFIGURATION

SELECTION
If you don’t know sliding torque of the door >> then the MEDIUM duty could be your first choice.
If the door slides very smooth without any resistance from the seals >> the LIGHT duty would be the best.
If the door is very heavy or built with seals >> the HEAVY duty is suggested.  
* “+”(plus) duty version and other custom length or power are only available with MOQ. on requested.

The videos on internet: 
* How to operate SLIDEback?

* How to install SLIDEback?

http://www.dnd.com.tw/
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